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1. Introduction 
 
1.1. In Latin the most productive superlative suffix is -issimus. Two ideas 
about its origin have traditionally been suggested. According to the first point of 
view, its origin lies in a phonological process – the -s- in *-ism2mo- which is the 
reconstructed suffix in forms like maximus and proximus became -ss- under the 
influence of the double consonant in words like acerrimus and facillimus. TP
1
PT The 
second point of view is essentially morphological and argues that -issimus 
derived from a form made up of *-is- + *-sm 2mo- TP
2
PT (> -is-simo-). Previous re-
                                                 
T*TP
)
P
 This article originally appeared in Kyoto University Linguistic Research 19 (2000). 
In the following version, I have corrected a few typos left in the previous version 
and made a slight modification to the style of expression, punctuation, and list of 
references. I also omitted the abstract, which is attached to the original. The content 
itself remains substantially unaltered. The core argument of this article will be dealt 
with in my article “Superlative suffixes *-ismo- and *-ism2mo- in Sabellian lan-
guages” in one of the forthcoming volumes of Glotta. 
TP
1
PT See Sihler (1995: 367), Szemerényi (1996: 197), and Meiser (1998: 153). 
TP
2
PT The *-sm2mo- has traditionally been discussed based on the relation to the Celtic 
group. See Brugmann (1906: 229), Sommer (1914: 459), Leumann (1977: 497), and 
Meillet and Vendryes (1979: 386). According to this way of thinking, -issimus being 
separated into -is-simo-, the second element is thought to correspond to *-samo- in 
the Celtic group and would be consequently reconstructed as *-sm2mo-. Sommer ac-
knowledges *-sm2mo- in the examples such as maximus, pessimus, oxime, and 
medioximus. Although he does not wholly deny the possibility that these examples 
could be reduced to *-ism2mo-, he gives *-sm2mo- an independent status as a suffix, 
based on his view that Old Irish nessam goes back to *nedh-sm2mo-. According to 
Brugmann (1903: 12; 1906: 228), *-sm2mo- is thought to be a formant which originated 
from the (e)s-stem noun. 
The nessam, however, can also be reconstructed as *nedh-ism2mo- without using 
*-sm2mo- (see Cowgill 1970: 132; Jasanoff 1991: 172), so it should be considered an 
example of *-ism2mo-. Moreover, since words like maximus form comparatives by 
way of *-yos-, the -s- seen after the roots should be attributed to *-yos- ~ *-is-. 
Therefore *-sm2mo- should be regarded not as an original suffix but as a secondary 
one. As is mentioned later, it is better to suppose that *-sm2mo- would have originally 
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search, whether based on the one or the other of the two points of view, TP
3
PT has not 
generally paid sufficient attention to the detailed chronology of formal changes 
and we hope to address this deficiency in this paper. The following discussion, 
although somewhat speculative, will point out some of the problems that must 
be taken into consideration when we think about the origin of -issimus and will 
suggest a new interpretation of its history. 
 
1.2. The first of the two points of view, which appeals to phonetic factors, 
is based on the suffix *-ism2mo-, but taking only this suffix as a presupposition, 
this hypothesis is somewhat problematic in diachronic terms. According to 
Sihler (1995: 367-368), who supports the hypothesis in question, the superlative 
form arising from *-ism2mo-, as in a word like maximus, would adhere to the 
following diachronic process *mag-ism 2mo- > *mag(i)semo- > maximus. Sihler, 
supposing that the prevocalic *m 2 would develop into *em, explains that -i- in 
the second syllable underwent syncope in accordance with Exon’s law. If         
*-isemo- had changed into -issimus under the influence of -errimus and -illimus, it 
would have occurred in the period when -i- would not have undergone syncope. 
Sihler, however, indicated that -errimus and -illimus, which served as a model 
for the development of *-isemo- into -issimus, also originate from *-ism2mo-: 
*acr-ism2mo- > *acr(i)semo- > *acersemo- > acerrimus; *facl-ism2mo- > 
*facl(i)semo- > *facilsemo- > facillimus. That is to say, the endings, -errimus 
and -illimus, also came into existence after the syncope of -i- in *-ism2mo-. 
Therefore, in contrast to the fact that examples like maximus, acerrimus, and 
facillimus underwent the syncope of -i-, the superlative forms containing -issimus 
such as altissimus seem to have been produced without such a syncope because 
-i- in question is preserved in -issimus. The syncope of -i- should also have 
occurred during the diachronic phase represented as *altisemo-, but in fact it did 
not occur. The syncope of -i- in this case must be seen as a limited sound change. 
                                                                                                                       
been an ending segmented from forms like *magsm2mo- (< *mag-ism2mo-) through a 
process of metanalysis. See Haudry (1983: 484). It is not necessarily clear whether 
this metanalysis took place before the development of *-m2- into -Vm- or after. In this 
paper we use the representation *-sm2mo- throughout. 
TP
3
PT Other than the two schools of thought to be discussed in this paper, Sommer (1914: 
460) mentions that in conversation O. Hoffmann had suggested that -issimus result-
ed from the contamination of *-isto- and *-sm2mo-. The way of thinking is similar to 
the second one in that it is based on the morphological formation. But this hypo-
thesis does not seem to be plausible because it resorts to *-isto- the relic of which is 
scarcely found in Latin. 
Grimm (1890: 628, n. 1) suggests the possibility of *-is-timo-, but based on his 
assumptions, we would have to accept the exceptional sound change *-st- > *-ss-. 
Furthermore, the expected counterpart to *-is-timo-, that is, the composite form *-is-
tero- might have had as much productivity as -issimus, but in fact *-is-tero- is 
attested only in a few words like magister, minister, and sinister. 
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1.3. The same kind of problem also seems to be present in the second of 
the two hypotheses which is based on a morphological process. If the *-sm2mo- 
was attached to *-is-, it could be inferred that *-sm 2mo- came into being via the 
syncope of -i- in *-ism2mo- and was cut off by metanalysis from forms like 
*magsm 2mo- (< *mag-ism2mo-). If, however, *alt-ism2mo- had also moved into 
the diachronic phase represented by **altsm2mo- through the same syncope of -i-, 
*-sm2mo- must not have been attached to *-is- because the segment -i- no longer 
exists in **altsm2mo-. It is therefore necessary to conclude that *alt-ism 2mo- did 
not change into **altsm2mo- as a result of the syncope of -i-, but rather we must 
recognize some partial distribution in the occurrence of the syncope. 
 
 
2. The syncope of -i- 
and the distribution of comparative/superlative suffixes 
 
2.1. Whether one supports either the phonetic hypothesis or the morpho-
logical one, it is to be noted that, first of all, the syncope of the -i- found in the 
morphological element *-is- is not regular. It is not particularly clear, however, 
what the cause of the irregular occurrence of this syncope actually is. The 
examples that can be regarded as truly resulting from the syncope of -i- in        
*-ism2mo- are maximus, medioximus, oxime, pessimus, plurimus (of course -r- 
by rhotacism, originally -s-), proximus, and so on, where -simo- (< *-sm2mo-) 
clearly appears in the ending. The number of such examples is relatively small. 
We are aware that a velar consonant occurs just in front of -simo- in many of 
these cases – given the restriction on consonant cluster formation, there is 
certainly a possibility that the syncope would have been avoided if -i- had 
followed any kind of consonant other than a velar. On the other hand, in the 
case of the i-stem adjectives such as acer (< *acri-) and facilis (< *facli-) as 
well as o-stem adjectives such as pulcher (< *pulcro-), in which -l- or -r- 
precedes the vowel at the end of the stem, the syncope of -i- in *-ism2mo- may 
well be acceptable. In spite of the fact that a complicated consonant cluster 
results from the syncope, a vowel, in front of -l- or -r- (probably through the 
stage of syllabic -l3- and -r O-), would avoid an excessive consonant cluster. But 
when the consonant at the end of the root is a dental rather than a velar, as in the 
case of pessimus (< *ped-ism2mo-), the -i- following the dental seems to have 
syncopated. On the contrary, in examples like audacissimus and ferocissimus,   
-i- did not always syncopate even though these words can be reconstructed as 
*[VELAR]-ism 2mo-. 
 
2.2. How is such a varied occurrence of the syncope of -i- to be 
interpreted? The -i- in question was originally the -i- that occurs in *-is- (the 
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zero grade of the suffix *-yos-) which functioned as an intensive marker in 
Proto-Indo-European and later in the daughter languages assumed the role of 
forming comparatives. Although *-yos- is often said to have been directly 
attached to roots, it is difficult to imagine that *-yos- was capable of being 
suffixed to every adjectival root. If *-yos- had been attached to all roots gen-
erally, the process of forming superlatives would have regularly proceeded 
uniquely with the attachment of *-m 2mo- to *-yos- (~ *-is-) (that is to say,         
*-ism2mo-) and, as a consequence, there would be no formal variation in the 
Latin superlative suffixes. The formation of superlatives which took place 
through the addition of another element (in the first hypothesis, this is 
consistently *-m 2mo-, while in the second it is *-sm2mo-; hereafter *-MO- will be 
used as a cover term for the elements which served to form the superlatives) to 
*-yos- (~ *-is-) was not a punctual process, that is, not all the forms in *-yos- 
accepted the extension *-MO- at the same time – some were extended earlier 
than others. Therefore we must distinguish the earlier group and the later one in 
this process. A number of variant forms of the superlative suffix would have 
presumably resulted from such a diachronic variation in the adoption of this 
extension and, furthermore, from the distribution of the *-yos- suffix itself in 
early period. 
 
2.3. From the morphological point of view, the few examples in -simo- 
among superlative forms which presuppose the existence of comparatives in    
*-yos- belong to the older pattern of ending formation. The -simo- resulted from 
*-ism2mo- by means of the syncope of -i- and it must be clearly distinguished 
from -issimus. It is probably a relic of the older formation of the superlative 
suffix. Each form in -simo- apparently chooses its base in the positive degree 
from the bipolar, gradable adjectives such as ‘big/small’, ‘quick/slow’, ‘good/ 
bad’, ‘little/much’, and ‘near/far’. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose a dia-
chronic scenario as follows: originally it was among those pairs of adjectives 
that the suffix was regularly used; although the use of *-yos- originated from 
such a restricted situation, the distribution of *-yos- was broadened after the 
limitation on the semantic field was attenuated; at the same time, in terms of 
morphology, *-yos- came to be secondarily attached after another suffix directly 
following the root with the result that the usage of *-yos- became more general; 
consequently, the group of forms originally suffixed with *-yos- undertook the 
extension with *-m2mo- under the influence of the forms of quasi-superlative 
sense like demum, infimus, and summus in order to recover the lost independent 
status.TP
4
PT The syncope of -i- which was later applied in accordance with Exon’s 
                                                 
TP
4
PT Leumann (1977: 497) suggests that *-m2mo- (= *-B
e
Bmo-, in his representation) 
characteristically shows “räumlich-relative Verhältnisse”. His suggestion has some-
thing in common with my idea that the early extension with *-m2mo- was limited to 
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law must actually have occurred in so limited range that the appearance of 
excessive consonant clusters was avoided and the sequence of sounds in the 
stem adopted as positive degree was retained. If fortis, for example, had been 
extended with *-m2mo- following *-is- and -i- of *-is- had syncopated, its 
formation would have proceeded as follows: *fort-ism2mo- > **fortsm2mo- > 
**forssimo- > **forsimo-, and the relation to fortis in positive degree would 
have become less transparent. The syncope would actually occur only in cases 
in which -i- follows a velar consonant. The above mentioned pessimus, though 
its root ends in a dental, underwent the syncope of -i- probably under the 
influence of optimus, its semantic counterpart. 
 
2.4. There seems to have been a formal distinction at a particular dia-
chronic stage of Latin between the pattern *-ism2mo- or *-sm2mo- with synco-
pated -i- attached to the pairs of roots such as ‘big/small’ (*root-(i)sm 2mo-) on 
the one hand, and, on the other hand, the pattern *-yos- attached to the other 
roots and stems (*root/stem-yos- ~ -is-). But, as time went on, the pattern of 
*root/stem-yos- was formally extended with *-MO- following the model of 
*root-(i)sm2mo-, a process that led to -issimus. Now here a question arises, what 
form does the element symbolized as *-MO- assume in concrete terms? If -m2mo- 
was suffixed to *-is-, then, in contrast to the *root-(i)sm 2mo- pattern with syn-
copated -i- in a particular environment, the -i- in the newly occurred *-ism2mo- 
must have been preserved in every case and inherited as such in a later period so 
as to develop further into -issimus. In this case we must imagine that Exon’s law 
had already lost its effect. But such an assumption is not plausible because 
Exon’s law probably remained in effect for a rather long time. Exon (1906: 
139), mainly discussing the syncope in the republican period, shows that the 
rules supposed there can also be applied to the imperial period. In Plautus 
balineum appears with -i- while in the imperial period balneum with -i- synco-
pated came into use.TP
5
PT From this fact, even in a later period, it is thought that the 
                                                                                                                       
the roots suffixed with *-yos-, which had originally a relative sense probably like 
‘big/small’. That is to say, *-m2mo- probably compensated for the lost function of    
*-yos- for a certain period of time. 
TP
5
PT Sihler (1995: 70) introduces colurnus and Falernus as examples subject to Exon’s 
law. Sihler also describes the diachronic process which they followed: *koselinos > 
*korelnos > *corulnus > colurnus (with metathesis); *falisinos > Falernus. Accord-
ing to Sihler, Exon’s law can be applied to the third syllable instead of the second 
syllable which is normally the only syllable subject to the law, if there is a liquid 
between the second syllable and the third. Although these two forms exemplify this 
exception, it is notable that the liquid, in the latter case, -r- resulted from -s- through 
rhotacism. Taking into consideration the fact that the rhotacism is a development 
that took place during the historical period, sometime in the fourth century B.C. as 
well as later on, Exon’s law probably remained in effect even after the rhotacism had 
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syncope continued to function under the similar condition to that in the previous 
period when words like maximus were formed. Therefore it is not possible that -i- 
in *-ism 2mo- was retained as such without syncope. 
 
 
3. The formation of the superlatives in the later period 
 
3.1. At a more recent stage of Latin, in contrast to the older stratum, the 
extension with *-m2mo- does not seem to have continued to function as such. 
When -l- or -r- precedes the vowel at the end of the stem, in many cases the 
endings -errimus and -illimus characteristically appear as is shown in acerrimus 
and facillimus, but -issimus sometimes takes part in the formation of the super-
lative.TP
6
PT Moreover there are some cases where both types of ending are attested 
as in celerrimus/celerissimus. It may be possible that -issimus, given its remark-
able productivity as a superlative suffix, drove -errimus and -illimus out, but in 
the case of celerrimus/celerissimus the latter is attested in Ennius, one of the 
earliest writers in Latin literature, while it is the former that came into general 
use in the classical period. Both celerrimus and celerissimus can be thought of 
as two variants occurring in the process of the formal extension of the stems in 
*-yos- to the superlative and they may have coexisted for some time. Thus it 
seems that the stems containing -l- or -r- before the stem vowel formed two 
variants in the superlative and that later preference was given to one of them. 
 
3.2. In the production of superlatives in the more recent stratum *-yos- was 
extended not by the unique attachment of *-m2mo- as in the older stage, but, 
rather, by means of a number of variants. While *mag-ism2mo-, for example, 
leads to *magsm2mo- through the syncope of -i-, the opposition between the cor-
responding comparative *magyos- (> *mayyos- > maior) and *magsm2mo- is, as 
far as each ending is concerned, based on the alternation of *-yos- ~ *-sm 2mo-. 
Starting from this alternation it is thought that the ending *-sm 2mo- was inter-
preted as a variant of the superlative suffix by metanalysis and became some-
                                                                                                                       
taken place. If Falernus goes back to *falisinos, as Sihler says, we must suppose that 
-i- was syncopated after -s- had been rhotacized, while maximus (< *mag-ism2mo-) 
seems to have undergone the syncope of -i- before the rhotacism of -s-. How should 
this inconsistency be interpreted? It is not implausible that Falernus was secondarily 
derived after the original -s- had rhotacized in other derivatives. Moreover this must 
have been formed earlier than the period in which Plautus wrote, because since that 
time Exon’s law would have been applied whenever accented syllables were heavy. 
In the reconstructed form, *falisinos, the initial syllable on which the accent should 
have fallen is light, as is the case with *koselinos. 
TP
6
PT For example, nobilissimus, parissimus, stabilissimus, utilissimus, MISERISSIMA (CIL 
III 4480), etc. 
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what more productive. The celerrimus, mentioned in the preceding paragraph, is 
thought to contain this *-sm 2mo- adopted as a superlative suffix and to go back 
to *celer-sm2mo-.TP
7
PT In addition to the alternation *-yos- ~ *-sm2mo-, it is possible 
that an almost inexplicable alternation of *-yos- as opposed to *-m2mo- was em-
ployed. The superlative of similis is normally simillimus (< *semil-sm2mo-), but 
similumus, which is attested in Plautus, seems to be one of the few examples of 
this type, reconstructed as *semhB
2
Bl-m 2mo-. 
The element *-is- also occurred in the superlative constructions in later 
Latin, followed by *-sm2mo-, in contrast to the older system in which *-sm 2mo- in 
the superlatives is juxtaposed to *-yos- in the comparatives. It is through this 
process that -issimus came into existence. The first -i-, which has remained 
problematic until now, is located in a closed syllable and is presumably 
accented, so -issimus would be retained as a stable ending without the syncope.TP
8
PT 
 
3.3. The -issimus originates from one of the variants of the superlative 
occurring in the recent period and its creation takes place by means of a mor-
phological process, that is, the metanalysis and suffixation of *-sm 2mo-. There-
fore any explanation that is based on phonetic reasoning has no direct relevance 
to the creation of -issimus. As for the spread of its usage, however, we need to 
consider the contribution of the phonetic hypothesis. In the older stratum there 
                                                 
TP
7
PT Palmer (1988: 254) reconstructs acerrimus as *acri-sm2mo-, but the fact that the i-stem 
as such is the first segment of the construction is problematic. As far as Latin is 
concerned, it might be thought that acrior, the comparative of acer, would consist of 
*acri- and *-yos- and that it occurred through the deletion of -y-, which was located 
in an intervocalic position. But taking the u-stem adjectives in Sanskrit into consi-
deration, when their comparatives and superlatives are formed, the suffixes are 
attached after the -u- at the end of the stem deleted, e.g., an -īyas-/an -istha- for an u-. 
Although there are few i-stem adjectives in Sanskrit (see Sihler 1995: 352), the 
situation is probably similar to the case of the u-stem adjectives. Therefore acrior in 
Latin should also be reconstructed like *acr-yos-. Szemerényi’s analysis (1976: 412) 
is likewise problematic due to the fact that he proposes the same kind of recon-
struction as Palmer. 
In examples like clarimus and purime the original *-rr- is reduced to -r- because 
the vowels in the preceding syllables are long (-ā-, -ū-). See Sihler (1995: 222, 368). 
The variants like culleus/cūleus and querella/querēla probably belong here as well. 
Szemerényi (1976: 412) tries to find a suffix *-imo- in purime, but he neglects the 
fact that the corresponding comparative is based on *-yos-. 
TP
8
PT The -issimus is normally used when the positive form is an adjective and the corre-
sponding comparative is constituted with *-yos-, e.g., atrocissimus, doctissimus, 
prudentissimus, and so forth. But, as is known, -issimus, having acquired the 
greatest productivity, comes to be suffixed to non-adjectival forms or forms which 
are already superlative in order to simply emphasize their meaning or to add some 
kind of strong nuance to them, e.g., ipsissimus (based on ipsus, the vulgar form of 
ipse), minimissimus, occisissimus, and postremissimus. 
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were some superlative forms which were transmitted without the syncope of -i- 
in *-ism2mo- such as *alt-ism2mo- and *fort-ism 2mo- alongside forms like 
*magsm2mo- with the syncope. Even though *-sm2mo- which had been segmented 
from forms like *magsm2mo- was adopted to the development *-is- + *-sm 2mo-, this 
formation could not have occurred in forms like *alt-ism2mo- and *fort-ism2mo- 
which already contained *-sm 2mo-. If one were to imagine that *-ism2mo- was 
segmented as *-is-m 2mo- and the latter member was replaced by *-sm 2mo-, this 
would be an unnecessarily complicated explanation. The shift to -issimus which 
the forms like *fort-ism2mo- underwent was supported by an analogy with other 
superlatives in -issimus which came into existence through a morphological 
process. In addition -errimus and -illimus may have promoted the double pro-
nunciation of the consonant before -m-. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
Two hypotheses have been opposed to one another in the previous 
research, namely, one based exclusively on phonetic factors and another based 
exclusively on morphological factors. Even though the morphological hypo-
thesis explains the greater part of the history of the superlative in Latin, 
phonetic factors also played a role in its history. In this paper we have attempted 
to synthesize these two schools of thought within a detailed, historical frame-
work. 
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